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  Mechanical Properties

  Chemical Composition

C Mn S Si P Cr Mo Fe

MIN 0.28 0.40 - 0.15 - 0.80 0.15 97.30

MAX 0.33 0.60 0.04 0.35 0.035 1.10 0.25 98.22

Tensile (min)
KSI (Mpa)

Yield (min)
KSI (Mpa) Elongation (min) % Reduction of Area (min) % Hardness (max)

HRB (BRN)

97 (670) 63.1 (435) 25.5 60 92 (197) 

Call for a quote (281) 821-7111

All information in our data sheet is based on approximate testing and is stated to the best of our knowledge and belief. It is presented apart from contractual obligations and does not
constitute any guarantee of properties or of processing or application possibilities in individual cases. Our warranties and liabilities are stated exclusively in our terms of trading.
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■ UNS G41300
■ AMS 6370
■ AMS 6350

■ AMS S6758

■ Density: 0.283 LB/in³ (7.85 g/cm³)
■ Melting Range: 2590-2660°F (1421-1460°C)
■ Modulus of Elasticity: 29.7 x10⁶psi (205 Gpa)
■ Magnetic Permeability:  

■ Good strength
■ Easily welded
■ Easy to machine

AISI 4130 steel is a chromium-molybdenum alloy steel and is considered a low carbon 
steel. It is popularly known as Chromoly in the commercial market. Its steel proper�es 
make it a versa�le metal, especially mechanical proper�es such as high duc�lity, good 
weldability, and machinability. It is excep�onal welding steel, which you can weld by most 
common methods, and machine it at normalized or tempered condi�ons. When heat-
treated, Chromoly develops mechanical proper�es that make it a very strong metal, 
although it can lose some of its machinability.

Applica�ons include military aircra�, commercial jets, automo�ve, machine tools, 
hydraulics, motor sports, aerospace, and welded tubing (especially in the oil and gas 
industries).

Product forms include bar, seamless tubing, and plate.


